I. INTRODUCTION:

PROJECT-01 (P-01): GS/C9FP-HI-HI1-K005/PIPING-127: PIPE INSTALLATION WORKS

The Sub-Contract of Pipe Installation Works titled GS/C9FP-HI-HI1-K005/PIPING-127 awarded to SOS by the main contractor M/s Gulf Spic General Trading & Contracting Co W.L.L. on 04th January 2017 for the value of KD 1, 024, 152.060. The Sub-Contract end date is 30th November 2017.

The prime contractor is M/s Fluor/Daewoo/Hyundai (FDH) and the Client is M/s Kuwait National Petroleum Company (KNPC). The overall project is named as Clean Fuel Project as the main purpose of the project is to remove sulphur content from the fuel to the European standards and to capacity expansion of the all refineries. The project location is Mina Abdullah next to the KNPC Refinery.

This specialized pipe installation sub-contract works is mainly erection, fabrication and welding of plant piping and installation of plant equipment comprises of different stages namely:

Stage-1: Logistics of pipes, pipe supports, Inline items and plant equipment from FDH/ GS yard to plant site,
Stage-2: High Lift / Erection/ Installation of plant pipes, supports, Inline items & equipment
Stage-3: Fit-Up & Fabrication and
Stage-4: Welding & Bolting

This is a remeasureable sub-contract with a supply of 160 manpower visa to SOS by Gulf Spic in addition to SOS existing crew. Existing SOS crew are being trained at Gulf Spic workshop project and mobilized to perform in this specialized job.

PROJECT-02 (P-02): GS/P/C9FP-HI-HI1-K001 & K005-SPI/SMP 2 & 3 – GULFSPIC WORKSHOP

This Sub-Contract pertains to fabrication & welding of pipe spools of two projects at GulfSpic Workshop at Mina Abdullah:

1. 50,000 INCH DIA Welding of small bore pipe spools less than 2 Inches sizes for Hyundai – CFP at KNPC, service order issued to SOS on 25th Oct-2016.

2. 180,000 INCH DIA Welding of large bore pipe spools more than 3 inches sizes for Petrofac International in Lower Fars Heavy Oil Development (LFHO) at KOC North Kuwait Field, service order issued to SOS on 21st Nov-2016.

This is an open ended unit rate contract where the invoice depends on supply of fit up & TIG & Arc welders approved as per client requirements. This sub-contract is being handled in a low profile manner with the consideration to train existing SOS crew and other new crew before being mobilized to K-005 project.